Probation Appointment Preparation Form
Office of Interdisciplinary Studies
Name: ______________________________________________ PID:____________________
Please initial the following statements after you have read and comprehend each one:
________1. I have reviewed and fully understand the terms of academic probation and
continued probation at UCF and in order to remain at UCF next semester, I must receive at least
a 2.0 GPA this term.
________2. If I receive a 2.0 GPA for this semester, but my cumulative UCF GPA is still below a
2.0, I will be allowed to enroll at UCF for the following semester. However, I will remain on
Academic Probation until my cumulative UCF GPA and semester GPA is above a 2.0.
________3. I understand that, if I am taking courses transiently this semester, the grades earned
in those courses at another institution, will not be a factor in my UCF term GPA.
________4. I understand that a C- earned in any course is worth 1.75 grade points. Therefore,
the course may not be considered a passing grade in most instances and could put me in
danger of a less than 2.0 term GPA.
________5. If I do not receive a 2.0 term GPA this semester, I will be disqualified from UCF (or
excluded, if I have been previously disqualified). This means I must sit out a minimum of two
semesters before I can reapply for admission. I understand that readmission is not guaranteed. If
I am excluded, that is the end of my UCF career.
_________6. I have reviewed and fully understand the Grade Forgiveness policy, and I
understand my personal options for using grade forgiveness.
_________7. I fully understand the process for satisfying incomplete courses at UCF.
_________8. I fully understand the process and policies regarding course withdrawal at UCF
and know that the Withdrawal deadline for this semester is October 26, 2018.
_________9. I will check my UCF email regularly and read all correspondence from the
University and especially from the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies.
_________10. I understand that not meeting with my advisor and having my hold lifted will delay
my registration for Spring 2019 courses.
_________12. I understand that emailing my advisor is not the same thing as a scheduled
meeting with my advisor and that to have any IDS Probation Hold lifted, I must schedule an
appointment and subsequently attend the scheduled meeting.
To make an appointment to meet with a Probation Advisor at the Office of Interdisciplinary
Studies, please call (407) 823-0144 or request an appointment via this link:
https://ucf.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_4SkFzZ5cxIpt67P

Signature: ____________________________________________ Date:___________________

